
A
LG 's Algebrai Geometry Start Up Course Task �1 (February 7, 2011)Projetive spaesProblem 1. Let V be an n-dimensional vetor spae over a �nite �eld Fq of q elements. How manya) basises b) k-dimensional subspaes are there in V ? ) How many points are there in P(V )?Problem 2*. Let Gkn(q) be a rational funtion in q that omputes the answers to prb. 1b (its valueat q is equal to the number of k-dimensional vetor subspaes in n-dimensional vetor spae overa �nite �eld of q elements as soon as suh a �eld exists). Compute limq→1Gkn(q).Problem 3. Consider projetive losures of aÆne urvesa) y = x2 b) y = x3 ) y2 + (x− 1)2 = 1 d) y2 = x2(x+ 1)Write down their homogeneous equations and their aÆne equations in two other standard aÆneharts on P2. Try to draw all these aÆne urves.Problem 4 (Pythagorian triples). Consider P2 with homogeneous oordinates (t0 : t1 : t2). Let` ⊂ P2 be the line t2 = 0, Q ⊂ P2 be the oni t20 + t21 = t22, and O = (1 : 0 : 1) ∈ Q. For eahP = (p : q : 0) ∈ ` �nd oordinates of the intersetion point Q ∩ (OP ) di�erent from O and showthat the projetion from O maps Q bijetively onto `. Find some polynomials a(p; q), b(p; q), (p; q)whose values on Z × Z give, up to a ommon fator, all integer Pythagorian triples a2 + b2 = 2(and only suh the triples).Problem 5. Let the real Eulidian plane R

2 be inluded in CP2 as a real part of standard aÆnehart U0 ≃ C
2
⊃ R

2. a) Find two points of CP2 suh that any Eulidean irle will ontain themafter omplexi�ation and projetive losuring. b) Let degree 2 urve C ⊂ CP2 pass through twopoints from (a) and have at least 3 non ollinear points inside the initial R
2. Show that C ∩ R

2 isa irle.Problem 6 (Veronese map). Let SdV ∗ be the spae of all homogeneous degree d polynomials onn-dimensional vetor spae V . The Veronese mapping V ∗
vd

- SdV ∗ takes a linear form  ∈ V ∗to its d-th power  d
∈ SdV ∗. Find dimSdV ∗. Does the image of vd lie in some hyperplane?Problem 7 (projeting twisted ubi). Under the onditions of the previous problem, let dimV =2 and let us treat V ∗ as the spae of linear forms in two variables (t0; t1); then S3V ∗ is the spaeof ubi forms in (t0; t1). In this ase the image of the Veronese mapping

P1 = P(V ∗) ⊂

 7→ 3
- P3 = P(S3V ∗)is alled a twisted ubi and is denoted by C3 ⊂ P3. Desribe projetion of C3:a) from point t30 to plane spanned by 3 t20t1, 3 t0t21, and t31b) from point 3 t20t1 to plane spanned by t30, 3 t0t21, and t31) from point t30 + t31 to plane spanned by t30, 3 t20t1, and 3 t0t21More preisely, write an expliit parametri representation for the resulting urve in appropriatehomogeneous oordinates in the target plane, then �nd aÆne and homogeneous equations for thisurve. In eah ase, �nd degree of the target urve and draw it in several aÆne harts overing thewhole urve. Are there sel�ntersetions and/or usps on the target urve (over C)?Problem 8. Let f : P(V ) ∼

- P(V ) be a projetive linear isomorphism indued by some linearisomorphism f̂ : V ∼
- V , dimV = n+1. Assume that all �xed points of f are isolated. Estimatea number of them.Problem 9. For v = (v0; v1); w = (w0; w1) ∈ k

2 let det(v; w) def= v0w1 − v1w0. Show that for any 4points p1; p2; p3; p4 ∈ P1 = P(k2) their ross-ratio [p1; p2; p3; p4℄ def= det(p1;p2)·det(p3;p4)det(p1;p4)·det(p3;p2) is well de�nedand does not depend on the hoie of homogeneous oordinates. Prove that two quadruples ofpoints an be mapped to eah other by some projetive linear isomorphismof P1 i� their ross-ratios oinide.


